
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
exec-sales. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for exec-sales

Responds to partner problems
Understand and execute pipeline, forecasting, and commit to purchase
process with high degree of accuracy accelerating time to revenue
Build a territory plan, work that plan and evaluate and revise as required to
maximize business opportunity
Develop a business case and presentation of client proposal with a set of
solutions, financial justification and expected results to overcome objections
and win the business with maximum revenue/margin
Insures proactive accountability to the client leading to enhanced client
experience
Proactively pursue and establish relationships with new partners towards the
goal of securing contracts with them that achieve assigned sales quotas and
targets
Drive the entire sales cycle with urgency from initial partner engagement to
closed sales bookings and product delivery
Assertively prospect for potential partners using both direct methods (calling
and face-to-face meetings) and indirect approaches such as networking and
social media to grow the number of partner accounts and market share in the
Western U.S
Work as a consultant with both prospective and existing partners about their
business challenges and requirements, and be ready with a range of options
and cost benefits
Develop and maintain territory plans which outline how sales targets will be
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Qualifications for exec-sales

Experience with prospecting and closing new business fully developing
existing accounts
Demonstrated track record of functioning as a trusted advisor
Must be able to work well in teams – and demonstrate experience doing so
Clinical background and/or hospital operations experience is a plus
At least 2yrs experience selling into Life Sciences/Medical Device business
required
A strong indirect sales, marketing and channel background


